Testing of the expectation hypothesis (EH) for very short interest rates has provided mixed results. My paper seeks to reconcile con ‡icting evidence on the EH for the US repo market by exploiting the fact that repo rates are a¤ected by the demand/supply of bonds provided as collateral against repo agreements. My empirical investigation is organized around a theoretical model formulated by Du¢ e (1996) and Krishnamurthy (2002) on the relative "specialness" of bonds. This model demonstrates how variation in bond prices is related to variation in repo rates on collateralized loans against bonds. I hypothesize that this mechanism also works across di¤erent maturities of repo contracts and can explain variation in term repo rates relative to overnight rates. Using NY Fed data, I construct a factor measuring primary dealers' net …nancing in the overnight repo segment relative to their …nancing in the term repo segment and demonstrate that this variable was a signi…cant forecaster of the repo market excess returns in the 2001-2008 period. The …nding is robust to the inclusion of a Cochrane-Piazzesi factor, change in fed funds futures prices and a measure of dealers'overbidding at Fed's repo auctions.
Introduction
Bond market participants use repos for …nancing long positions in bonds and reverse repos for shorting bonds. If the repurchase transaction is completed on the day after a repo auction is held, the contract is called an overnight repo. If the transaction is completed at a later, speci…ed date, the contract is called a term repo.
In this paper I seek to answer the following question: Does the maturity structure of primary bond dealers' repo positions a¤ect repo market interest rates? In a frictionless market populated by arbitrageurs, the answer should be no. However, there is a growing consensus in academic literature that the bond market is populated by distinguished subgroups of investors whose interaction can help explain certain puzzles of the bond market such as predictability of excess returns. For example, Krishnamurthy (2002) and Greenwood and Vayanos (2010) build models where active arbitrageurs co-exist with investors who have predetermined preferences for liquidity or maturity. Drawing on this line of research, I demonstrate that primary bond dealers' preferences with respect to the maturity of repos predicts the excess returns in the repo market.
More broadly this paper builds upon studies that test the so-called expectations hypothesis (EH) for interest rates. Studies by Cochrane and Piazzessi (2005) , Ludvigson and Ng (2009) and Greenwood and Vayanos (2010) overwhelmingly reject the EH for Treasury bond yields and …nd that factors such as combination of forward rates, macroeconomic fundamentals and bonds supply predict excess returns on the Treasury bond market.
The evidence against EH for the money market is less clear-cut. After the Fed increased transparency of its interest rate policies in the beginning of the 90s, it could be expected that the EH would hold for very short-term interest rates on the money market. Indeed, studies of the fed funds futures market (e.g., Kuttner (2001) , Gurkaynak et al. (2007) , Lange et al. (2003) ) provide evidence that private market forecasts of policy rates signi…cantly improved in the recent years. However, direct testing of the EH for very short rates has provided mixed results. On the one hand, using repo rates on treasury collateral of di¤erent tenor, Longsta¤ (2000) …nds that the EH holds. On the other hand, using an extended data set of repo rates, Della Corte et al. (2008) statistically reject the EH, although they …nd that the economic value of departures from the EH is modest.
In another study that focuses on the fed funds futures market, Piazzessi and Swanson (2008) construct series of excess returns on fed funds futures. They demonstrate that while variations in futures contracts predict upcoming fed funds target rate changes, the excess returns on the futures market are signi…cant and related to business-cycle factors. This …nding suggests that, even if market participants correctly forecast future pay-o¤s, current prices of futures contracts may be a¤ected also by other factors. Using data on market participants'positions, Piazzessi and Swanson show that non-commercial participants are aware of excess returns and exploit this anomaly, while hedgers (primarily banks) have to pay insurance premium.
The …ndings of these studies encouraged me to try to identify factors that can explain term premium variation in the repo market. In doing so, I exploit the facts that repurchase agreements -unlike other money market agreements -are secured and that repo rates may be a¤ected by demand/supply consideration of bonds provided as collateral against funds. In a seminal paper, Du¢ e (1996) builds a model that shows that demand for bonds o¤ered against overnight loans also a¤ects the price of loanable funds, i.e. the repo rate. In a situation when a particular bond is in high demand it becomes "on special" and dealers quote "special" overnight repo rates for funds they supply against the bond. This special rate is usually lower than the "general collateral" overnight repo rate. In accordance with this …nding, I formulate a hypothesis that relates variations in the demand/supply of bonds put up for repo …nancing in di¤erent maturity sectors of the repo market to variations in repo market excess returns. In order to empirically test this hypothesis, I use data from the New York Fed on repo transactions in treasury collateral involving primary bond dealers. I construct a variable that measures the relative demand of dealers in the overnight and term segments of the repo market, respectively, and demonstrate that this variable is related to excess return on each of the two repo rates.
The New York Fed data on primary bond dealers' repo …nancing indicates that dealers have a net short position in Treasuries 1 . This implies that variation in repo …nancing maturity (overnight vs. term repos) is related to variation in the supply/demand of bonds that are shorted in the overnight vs. term horizon. In this respect, my paper also builds on studies that focus on short sale constraints in the equity market and investigate the relationship between the supply of underlying se-curities and the cost of …nancing these securities. For example, Du¢ e et al. (2002) provide a model that explains how the fees for borrowing a stock may push the initial price of the security above the market valuation of its future dividends. Geszy et al. (2002) show that short-selling frictions in the equity market could result in stocks being "on special" in the loans market similar to bonds. A notable contribution on the impact of the supply of bonds and the cost of …nancing these bonds is Fleming et al. (2010) . During the recent …nancial crisis, the private money market imposed high repo rates and hair-cuts on collateralized loans against mortgage and asset backed securities, making it di¢ cult for dealers to …nance positions in these asset classes. In order to reduce repo rates on these bonds, Fed introduced the Term Securities Lending Facility (TSLF). The TSLF allows primary bond dealers to swap their holdings of mortgage-backed bonds for Treasury bonds, which can later be used as collateral on the private money market. Fleming et al. (2010) use TSLF data to study Fed interventions and …nd that shifts in the relative supply of Treasury, agency and mortgage-backed bonds had a signi…cant impact on the repo rates charged on these bonds.
Institutional Background

Repo market mechanics
The repo market has gained a lot of attention because of its role in the recent …nancial crisis (e.g. Gorton and Metrick (2009), Taylor and Williams (2009) ).
In brief, a repurchase (repo) transaction 2 means borrowing funds against bonds as collateral. It involves two parties: 1) a cash-taker (collateral-provider) and 2) a cash-provider (collateral-taker). The transaction parties may be motivated by either a) funding or b) collateral considerations. a) Cash-takers (collateral-providers) are motivated by cash considerations when they seek to obtain short-term funding against a long-term bond, which is in their possession, in order to relend the funds at a higher interest rate on the money market. Among actors that typically enter the repo market with such motives are bond mutual funds and banks. Cash-providers (collateral-takers) are motivated by cash considera-tions when they seek to lend excess funds on a short-term basis and reduce the credit risk of the loan because of the collateralized nature of the transaction. Examples of actors driven by such motives include municipal governments, large corporations, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and other institutions that have excess funds but can not invest them on the inter-bank money market. b) Cash-takers (collateral-providers) are motivated by collateral considerations when they seek to establish a long position with a view to bene…ting from an appreciation in the bond price. As cash-takers remain entitled to bond coupons and capital gains after putting bonds up as collateral for repos, they can gain higher leverage by rolling-over repos on a continuous basis through their investment horizon 3 .
Cash-providers (collateral-takers) are driven by collateral considerations when they seek to establish a short position in a bond. As described in Stigum and Crescenzi (2007) , most bond short sales are organized through reverse repos. Actors motivated by collateral considerations either on the long or short side of the market are arbitrageurs betting on bond price movements.
Repo specialness
In case a particular bond is in high demand it becomes "on special", which means that the convenience yield on holding it is high. This could be due to either the fact that it is a cheapest-to-deliver against the futures contract or that traders need this bond for covering short positions. Jordan and Jordan (1997) document that about 64% of newly issued Treasury bonds in the US are on special. Du¢ e (1996) demonstrates that such bonds are traded at a premium relative to general collateral (GC) bonds while "special" repo rates on such bonds are below GC repo rates. From a repo market view point "specialness" is bene…cial for collateral-providers, but disadvantageous for cash-providers. Cash-providers are typically willing to supply funds at a special repo rate below the market rate for GC 4 . 6 .
In order to avoid the issue of credit and liquidity premia, I focus solely on repo …nancing of treasury collateral. Statistics on primary dealers' …nancing in di¤erent maturity segments is reported in Table A1 . Similarly as in Fleming and Adrian (2005) , I determine dealers'net …nancing as the value of Treasury bonds out minus the value of Treasury bonds in. However, I do this separately for the overnight and term …nancing segments. The variable obtained gauges the amount of funds that primary dealers borrow/lend through repurchase transactions in each of the maturity segments. From the descriptive statistics and graphical illustrations contained in Figure A1 and A2, one can see that the value of bonds in exceeded the value of bonds out during most of the sample period. This implies that primary bond dealers on average were cashproviders (collateral-takers), i.e. they were net short Treasuries.
The dynamics of dealers'…nancing in overnight and term segments illustrated in Figure A2 reveals that the two variables are negatively correlated. This suggests that dealers choose between overnight and term horizon of their Treasuries repo …nancing.
The key variable in my study is the ratio of dealers'net …nancing in the overnight (O/N) repo segment relative to the term repo segment:
Net O/N …nancing Net term …nancing . From the view point of the bond market, this variable measures the relative size of short Treasuries positions held overnight relative to short Treasuries positions held for a certain term period by all dealers. Summary statistics for this variable are provided in Table  A1 in Appendix A.
Repo Excess Returns
Data on general collateral repo rates is available from Bloomberg at a daily frequency. It has previously been used by Longsta¤ (2000) and Della Corte et al. (2008) . Following Longsta¤ (2000) , and using common terminology, I construct excess return series for repo rates as the di¤erence between the currently observed term repo rate r (n) t where n is the term period of the contract and the average overnight rate r 1 t computed over t + n horizon:
Since data on primary bond dealers' repo …nancing is averaged by the Fed on a weekly basis, I use weekly averages of daily excess returns in order to match both series.
I calculate repo market excess returns according to formula (1) and report summary statistics in Table A3 . The statistics are nearly identical to the ones reported in Longsta¤ (2000) , suggesting that the relationship between term and overnight rates did not change over time. Figure A3 plots the dynamics of
Net O/N …nancing Net term …nancing against 1-month excess repo returns. The visual examination of the …gure suggests that the two series co-move together and could be casually related. Another data series used in my empirical analysis is the slope of the repo market term-structure: r (n) t r 1 t series plotted in Figure A4 .
Control Variables
In order to control for other factors related to the repo market, I use several control variables. These include: 1) The Cochrane-Piazzesi (CP) factor, which has been found to be a signi…cant predictor of bond market excess returns 7 ; 2) the price of fed funds futures, which is the best available measure of market expectations about the future It could be expected that the money market term spreads would widen prior to target rate hikes during this period, since Fed was transparent regarding its interest rate policy. As can be seen from the dynamics of the LIBOR term spread in Figure A3 , this is indeed the case for all 17 episodes of target rate increases. On the contrary, the dynamics of the repo market term spread in Figure A4 show that the 2-week repo rate closely tracked the overnight rate in most cases, irrespective of expected target rate hikes. Moreover, although this was a police tightening cycle, the 2-week term repo rate went below the overnight rate on several occasions. This suggests that the repo market term spread may be a¤ected by factors other than the expected path of overnight rates. My hypothesis is that variation in the demand/supply of bonds provided as collateral against repo …nancing could be such a factor. Krishnamurthy (2002) demonstrates that, if the supply of bonds is …xed, variation in the demand for bonds has an impact on the price of loanable funds against these bonds. Accordingly, it can be assumed that variation in the maturity structure of dealers' short positions in Treasury bonds also may be associated with variation in the repo rates for overnight and term horizon.
As can be seen in Figures A1 and A2 , primary dealers are net short treasuries in both the overnight (O/N) and the term maturity segments of the repo market. This implies that growth of the ratio Net O/N …nancing Net term …nancing occurs when primary dealers establish relatively more short positions for the overnight horizon, which results in that the overnight segment of the repo market becomes more "special" than the term segment. This, again, can be expected to press down the overnight repo rate in relation to the term repo rate and, thus, positively impact repo market excess returns.
On the opposite, a decline of the ratio
Net O/N …nancing Net term …nancing occurs when there is a high demand for bond collateral by cash-providers (collateral-takers) in the term segment of the repo market, which can be expected to press down the term repo rate in relation to the overnight rate. In other words, excess supply of cash o¤ered for term collateral could render the term segment of the repo market more "special" than the overnight segment.
In accordance with the logic just discussed, it can be expected that repo market excess returns as de…ned in (1) are a¤ected by variation in the maturity structure of primary dealers'repo …nancing.
Another testable hypothesis concerns the slope of the repo market term-structure: r
The mechanism of relative demand/supply pressures in the overnight and term repo market segments outlined above can also be expected to a¤ect the currently observed slope of the repo market term structure.
Let me now sum up my working hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Growth in the ratio of primary dealers'overnight repo …nancing in relation to their term repo …nancing is positively associated with repo market excess returns.
Hypothesis 2: Growth in the ratio of primary bond dealers' overnight repo …nancing in relation to their term repo …nancing is positively associated with an increase in the slope of the repo market term-structure.
Empirical results
Baseline Speci…cation
Data on the key variable of my study -the maturity structure of primary bond dealers' …nancing -is available at weekly frequency. All other data I have is daily, but I use weekly averages to ensure consistency. I calculate the level of excess return according to (1) and run a regression, which is similar to speci…cations used by Piazzesi and Swanson (2008) for the fed funds futures market and by Greenwood and Vayanos (2010) for the bond market.
where X t is the ratio Next I turn to the results for the repo term-structure slop regression.
The baseline results for the coe¢ cient are reported in Panel B of Table B1 . All estimates are insigni…cant, which means that variation in the maturity structure of primary bond dealers' …nancing is not related to variations in the slope of the repo market yield curve. Thus, Hypothesis 2 is rejected.
These …ndings are consistent with Fama's and Bliss' (1987) rejection of the EH for the term structure of interest rates on the bond market. In a seminal study they show that contrary to what the EH would suggest, bond market excess returns are predictable, while bond market yield curve slopes are not. My estimates for repo market rates reveal a similar pattern with respect to factor X t .
Robustness Checks
A possible concern regarding my analysis is that other factors may have a signi…cant impact on repo market interest rates given the Fed's transparency regarding its interest rate policies. I now turn to multivariate tests and report the results in Table B2 .
where Z t represents a vector of control variables, which includes: 1) the tent-shaped Cochrane-Piazzesi factor; 2) price change of the nearby fed funds futures contract; 3) the Merill Lynch MOVE Bond volatility index; 4) a measure of primary dealers' overbidding during Fed open market operations (OMO). All of these variables are forward-looking measures of market expectations regarding interest rate dynamics and are observed at time period t:
The key result is that coe¢ cients on a factor X t are robust to the inclusion of control variables for all samples and for all repo contract tenors. We can not reject Hypothesis 1, while Hypothesis 2 is rejected. Inclusion of the control variables also increases the predictive power of the regression. For example, in the non-crisis sample, the R-squared in the same regressions increases from 5% to 10%.
The estimates of coe¢ cient also provide an interesting insight into repo market predictability. The second rows in both panels of Table B2 demonstrate that the coe¢ cients on the CP factors are positive but only marginally signi…cant for speci…cations with 1-month term repo rates. This means that information embedded in bond market forward rates and captured by the CP factor does not predict money market excess returns over weekly horizons, even though the CP factor is found to be a strong predictor of bond market excess returns over long horizons.
As can be seen from the third line of Panel A, the coe¢ cient on the FF Futures variable is strongly signi…cant and has a negative sign. This means that positive innovations to the price of the fed funds futures can predict an upcoming increase in overnight rates, thus driving down repo market excess returns. The estimates for the extended sample, which also includes the liquidity crisis period, are not statistically signi…cant. This result suggests that fed funds futures do not predict overnight rates well if a period of increased money market volatility is included. Estimates for the term structure slope reported in the second row of Panel B suggest that positive innovations to current fed funds futures prices are associated with a widening of the repo market yield curve slope, however, the results are not uniformly signi…cant.
The Merill Lynch MOVE index is constructed from implied volatility quotes on bond options and represents a forward looking measure of bond market volatility. The MOVE index is analogous to the CBOE stock market volatility index (VIX). As can be seen from the third lines of panels A and B, innovations to the MOVE index do not predict repo market excess returns, but are strongly negatively associated with variations in the repo market term-structure slopes across all speci…cations. This …nding suggests that the slope narrowing observed during periods of higher bond market volatility is due to an increase in overnight rates.
The last control variable employed in my study is the ratio between overbidding in the overnight segment of Fed open market operations (OMO) and overbidding in the term segment of its operations The inclusion of this variable is motivated by an argument made by Du¢ e (1996) regarding primary bond dealers' behavior at Treasury auctions. He notes that if the auction is tight, unsuccessful bidders create a large demand for bonds on the secondary market, which results in collateral scarcity and "specialness" of the repo market. Jordan and Jordan (1997) construct a bid-to-cover ratio (BTC) for Treasury auctions and …nd that this variable has a signi…cant impact on repo rates.
I conjecture that a similar mechanism should be at work during the New York Fed's open market operations 9 , which are organized as re…nancing auctions for primary bond dealers. Using the value of bonds submitted for re…nancing by primary dealers and the value of bonds accepted for re…nancing, I construct overbidding ratios for Fed open market operations. Bonds that are not re…nanced at Fed auctions are put up for re…nancing in the private repo market. This is likely to create an excess demand for funds and a¤ect repo rates. The Fed organizes separate repo auctions for di¤erent maturity segments. On a given day it may conduct an auction for overnight …nancing 8 Overbidding is measured as value of bonds submited for re…nancing minus value of bond accepted for re…nancing at Fed's open market operations. 9 Open market operations in the US are organized as repo auction among primary dealers, which take place daily at …xed time intervals. When the Fed intends to intervene on a particular day, it makes an announcement and invites re…nancing bids from primary dealers. Dealers indicate both the bond issue they want to re…nance and the repo rate they are willing to pay to the Fed for the provided funds. The Fed ranks dealers'o¤ers and chooses the most attractive ones within the amount of reserves it wants to inject into the system. This is a discriminatory (pay-your-bid) pricing rule auction, under which, the market is cleared from the highest submitted bid (the repo rate a dealer is willing to pay) downward until the desired supply is exhausted. All winning bidders pay the repo rates they quoted.
and for term …nancing of di¤erent maturities (up to 28 business days). Using data on outcomes of OMOs of di¤erent maturity, I construct a variable that measures the ratio between overbidding at overnight OMOs and overbidding at term OMOs at a weekly frequency. This ratio measures the relative excess demand caused by Fed interventions in the two maturity segments of the private repo market. Inclusion of this variable into the speci…cation should control for the demand pressure e¤ect. As can be seen from the last row of Table B2 , it does not predict repo market excess returns but is positively related to the term-structure slope at longer maturities. The positive sign of the coe¢ cients means that, in a situation where there are more unfunded bonds at overnight than at term OMOs, the term repo rates will rise relative to the overnight repo rates. An unexpectedly large demand for bonds in the overnight segment will render overnight rates more "special" than term repo rates, which results in a widening of the term-structure slope. The insigni…cant estimates for excess returns speci…cation in Panel A suggest that this repo market "specialness" e¤ect is transitory.
Maturity Structure of Primary Dealers' Financing and Other Money Market Rates
The economic mechanism behind the Net O/N …nancing Net term …nancing factor is based on the collateralized nature of repurchase agreements. As discussed above, I hypothesize that variation in the maturity structure of dealers' short positions on Treasury bonds, which have been pledged as collateral against repos, is associated with variation in the repo rates of both the overnight and term horizon. To further test this hypothesis I run speci…-cations (4) and (5) on a number of other money market rates, including LIBOR, US cash deposit rates, and AA …nancial commercial paper rates. All series are obtained from Datastream and averaged at weekly frequency. In order to save space I report only coe¢ cients in Table B3 . Across all samples and speci…cations, both Hypothesis 1 and 2 are rejected. This means that the maturity structure of primary dealers'…-nancing does not have an impact on unsecured interest rates and price pressure e¤ects are present only on the collateralized market.
Conclusion
In the introduction, I set out the following question to be addressed in this paper: does the maturity structure of primary bond dealers'repo positions a¤ect repo market interest rates? This question is motivated by con ‡icting evidence on EH tests for very short-term interest rates.
I organized my empirical investigation around a theoretical model formulated by Du¢ e (1996) and Krishnamurthy (2002) on the relative "specialness"of bonds. This model demonstrates how variation in bond prices is related to variation in repo rates on collateralized loans against these bonds. I hypothesized that this mechanism also works across di¤erent maturities of repo contracts and can explain variation in term repo rates relative to overnight repo rates. In order to empirically test my hypothesis I constructed a factor measuring primary dealers'net …nancing in the overnight repo segment relative to the term repo segment and demonstrate that this variable is signi…cantly associated with repo market excess returns in the whole 2001-2008 period.
I interpret the results as follows: as primary bond dealers were consistently short Treasuries during the period of investigation, their choice of holding short positions for either an overnight or a term horizon created a relative excess demand/supply pressure in the repo market at the corresponding horizons. The model presented by Du¢ e (1996) and Krishnamurthy (2002) would suggest that term repo rates would vary relative to overnight repo rates in such an environment. My empirical results demonstrate that the impact of this factor on excess returns is strong, of an expected sign and that the coe¢ cient is robust to the inclusion of forward-looking variables, thus controlling for market expectations regarding future interest rates dynamics. Note: * Denotes signi…cance at 5%
8 Appendix B Table B2 . Note:
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